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INTRODUCING THE TIS RISKOPTIX SUITE 

RiskOptix 

At a high level, TIS categorizes the unique capabilities offered through our cloud-based solution into three distinct 

tiers; CashOptix, PayOptix, and RiskOptix. This factsheet will focus on explaining the suite of capabilities offered 

through the RiskOptix tier, as highlighted below. 

The TIS RiskOptix suite provides a comprehensive set of tools for clients to address global financial compliance, 
data regulation, sanctions screening, and fraud prevention. This includes in-platform management of OFAC, EU, 
and other sanctions lists to ensure compliance of all inbound and outbound transactions, as well as a complete 
package of security tools to prevent and detect payments fraud. In addition, TIS users can enable automated alerts 
for compliance or security threats in real-time, and also receive systematic user monitoring and payment auditing 
features to help mitigate risk at every juncture.  

With the capabilities available in the TIS RiskOptix suite, enterprises receive industry-leading solutions for protecting 
against AML and compliance exposures, fraud and security concerns, and general data privacy or regulatory mandates. 

Learn more at www.tispayments.com
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RISKOPTIX CAPABILITIES OVERVIEW 

Global Compliance

TIS effectively ensures compliance with global sanctions regulations and also helps manage FBAR requirements  

and GDPR data privacy mandates. All of our data centers are ISO 27001 and SOC 1 / SOC 2 certified, and we  

also maintain leading security and compliance standards regarding our SWIFT, SFTP, and API connectivity. The 

 result is that clients’ payment, user, and banking data is always kept safe, secure, and fully compliant with all 

applicable mandates. 

Learn more at www.tispayments.com

The TIS sanction screening tools serve as a digital safety net to keep enterprises compliant with global sanctions 

mandates. Our solution provides a flexible yet centralized cloud solution for payment screening and compliance  

case management, with real-time updates and adherence to all relevant watch lists (e. g. OFAC, EU) as well as  

customizable safe-lists and block-lists. This is in addition to customizable screening workflows to accommodate 

different business models and risk profiles (thresholds, watch lists, payment filters. etc.). Finally, TIS provides audit- 

proof case management that can reduce future false positives and offers continuous screening coverage with  

virtually zero downtime. 

Sanctions Screening 

“In the past, our diverse and manual banking workflows presented a potential source of risk and error. Since 
we introduced TIS, all our payment workflows are fully automated and standardized. Given that the security 
aspects of banking are very important to us, we are thankful TIS completely fulfils these requirements.”

— Andreas Lutzelschwab, Head of Corporate Finance

http://www.tispayments.com
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RISKOPTIX CAPABILITIES OVERVIEW  

Multifaceted Security & Fraud Prevention

Payee Community Screening (PCS)

TIS provides a variety of workflows, tools, and technologies to prevent and detect fraud. Our system is protected 

by multifactor authentication (MFA) at sign-in and with IP safe-listing and block-listing protocols. Biometric scans 

and personally customizable PINs are also deployed to further restrict system access to authorized personnel only. 

Furthermore, user actions taken within the system can be monitored and audited at any time, and suspicious activity 

(i.e. logins from suspicious locations or irregular times) will automatically generate alerts for further review. As an 

extension of this, user controls can be customized per employee for delegating or restricting access to specific 

functions. Finally, all data and files managed through our platform are encrypted at rest and hashed when in transit, 

and we provide customizable fraud alerts for suspicious activity and send all potentially malicious files or fraudulent 

payments to a resolutions queue for review. 

TIS’ PCS network works by aggregating payment data across our trusted community of global enterprises and bank 

partners to serve as a comprehensive library of authenticated transactions. As new payments are submitted by 

organizations through TIS, this module compares the underlying beneficiary and bank account information against 

a comprehensive record of transactions in order to identify any inconsistencies. If the account or beneficiary details 

of a known supplier or vendor do not match what has previously been validated, the payment is flagged and sent to 

a resolutions queue. Payments made to first-time beneficiaries or accounts that have not been validated by other 

organizations in the network are sent to a resolutions queue as well. These community screening techniques are 

essential for ensuring that criminals cannot bypass enterprise controls simply by infiltrating those of a supplier or 

vendor within the network. They also ensure that as soon as fraudulent or suspicious payment info is identified by 

one enterprise, the data can be quickly shared with all other enterprises in the network in order to prevent further 

anomalous activity from occurring.

http://www.tispayments.com
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Enterprise payments 
reimagined.

TIS

Germany (+49 6227 69824-0)    |    United States (+1 617 955 3223)  
info@tispayments.com

© 2022 by TIS. All rights reserved. BAM, BTM, BSM and other TIS solutions and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks of TIS in Germany and in several  
other countries all over the world. All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. Data contained in this document serves informational 
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TIS for informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, and TIS shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for  
TIS solutions and forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such solutions and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT TIS

TIS helps organizations simplify and streamline their global payments and liquidity management operations. Our 

cloud-based platform empowers businesses to optimize critical functions surrounding cross-border and domestic 

payments, bank connectivity, cash forecasting, fraud prevention, payment compliance, and more. Corporations, 

institutions, and business vendors leverage TIS to transform how they connect with global banks and financial 

systems, collaborate on payment processes, execute outbound payments, analyze cash flow & compliance data,  

and promote working capital efficiency. 

Ultimately, the TIS technology platform helps businesses improve operational efficiency, lower risk, manage liquidity, 

gain strategic advantage – and ultimately achieve enterprise payment optimization.  

Visit tispayments.com to reimagine your approach to payments and liquidity management.

*All statistics highlighted in this report are indicative of TIS operations in Q3 2022, unless otherwise noted.
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